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The UK continues to be a very happy hunting ground for Rioja producers being the               
largest importer of Rioja by far (although it doesn’t have the largest marketing             
budget) with consumers continuing to love the soft red fruit and sweet spice appeal              
that Rioja offers. The rise in tapas bars and Spanish cuisine has further enhanced              
‘brand rioja’ in the UK and it continues to be a wine that almost every wine retailer                 
will stock.  
 
The relative ‘quality’ levels are simple for consumers to understand whilst upselling is             
a simple task when a consumer loves a wine from a particular producer encouraging              
them to spend a few pounds more to move into Crianza, Reserva or Gran Reserva is                
far simpler than say asking someone who likes a Bordeaux wine from producer ‘A’              
costing £7 to trade up to a wine costing £18 from producer ‘B’.  
 
In terms of overall quality the region may well have never produced better wines than               
it has in the last 15 years, certainly 2001 and 2004 will have produced wines from                
some producers that will live long and become iconic in their own right. That is not to                 
say that there are no bad wines being made, there are still plenty - too many in fact.                  
Some are badly made, some are badly matured and some are just boring wines that               
lack anything to make them stand out. They are perfectly correct but not much more.  
 
White Rioja is a style of wine that producers and the Consejo Regulador would like to                
see more interest in, understandably so - when you are selling the number of bottles               
of red wine to the UK that they are growth in other styles of wine are far more likely.                   
For the British consumer however Rioja is a red wine and the thought that there might                
be a white version doesn’t occur to the vast majority  of consumers.  
 
For consumers white wines come in a number of styles from an almost neutral, Viura               
fermented in stainless steel through to a barrel fermented wine which can be taken to               
an extreme in wines like Vina Tondonia Blanco which is then matured in oak and is a                 
very oxidative style of wine.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



A new development in white wine is a ‘new’ grape variety, Tempranillo Blanco. This is               
not strictly a new variety but rather a mutation of Tempranillo and has been              
sanctioned for use in Rioja since 2007 - however it is only now that commercial               
plantings are starting to be used and seen in bottle. In terms of the wine it reminds                 
me a little of Malvasia with it’s mineral and citrus core. Certainly it seems more               
interesting than Viura often is on it’s own. However overall white wines from Rioja              
could still try harder - whilst there are some exceptionally good interesting examples             
these are in the minority. That said there is no reason why these inoffensive whites               
shouldn’t be a commercial success.  
 
Red wines have often been classified as new wave or traditional but I think that this is                 
unnecessarily divisive - and there are wines that could be placed in either camps -               
and as styles change and techniques change the goalposts will shift from time to time               
- so that what was considered part of the new wave 10 years ago may well not be in                   
10 years time. Instead I prefer to focus on the quality of the wine itself and of course                  
how much pleasure it brings. A well made Rioja made in a modern style is just as valid                  
as a well made one in a more traditional style - in just the same way that a wine I get                     
zero pleasure from is poor however it is made.  
 
It was interesting to note several things while I visited :- 
 

1. There are more single estate and single vineyard wines. Contino was the            
original single estate wine with most other producers sourcing fruit from           
different places and areas. In many ways that has confused the notion of             
‘terroir’ in Rioja and these new single estate wines are helping to bring that              
back. In the future I’d love to be able to talk about the specific villages,               
ridges, subzones that produce wines made from particular grapes that have           
particular characteristics. At present instead of this showing through we see           
the skill of the winemaker and the blender in bringing different elements            
together. 

2. Old vines - I was staggered by the amount of really old vines around Rioja, we                
visited Bodegas Ramon Bilbao who have some 80 year old vines from which they              
make a single wine. This wine is then given sensitive treatment in oak so that               
the quality and purity of fruit shine through rather than the wine being about              
the barrels in which it was stored. Although they make a Gran Reserva, this              
their most expensive wine is not given a classification (it would qualify to be              
called a reserva). 

3. Wines made outside the traditional classification system with a greater          
emphasis on fruit are becoming more and more important. Consumers may not            



understand them in the same way but producers are specifically choosing to            
put their best fruit in oak for a shorter period of time (and so giving up the                 
opportunity to be a Gran Reserva or in some cases even a Reserva). This comes               
from greater pride in the vineyard I think and a desire to let freshness and fruit                
shine through. I suspect it will take time for retailers and consumers to catch              
up - many are hooked on the easy to understand quality classifications that             
already exist. However these were usually the most exciting wines - and often             
the best wines that I tasted - drinkers and retailers would do well to hunt them                
out.  

4. Small is often beautiful. Larger producers are happy to produce a wine in a              
style, the very best knowing that what they are doing is brilliant but many of               
the others produce wines that they will tell you how good they are in the hope                
that you believe it (it isn’t always so), but small producers by and large offered               
you a wine and waited looking anxious while you taste, write a note and then               
ask you for your thoughts. These are people who really want you to like what               
they are doing and to approve of their approach. I suspect this is because they               
have a limited tasting background whereas they will know that many tasters            
have extensive tasting experience. It is good to see that they are keen to              
understand how others view their wines. These small producers are often a            
hotbed for innovation too - for larger producers it can be risky, they can make               
a wine with a different barrel (American or French) if it is a special cuvee near                
the top of their range but apart from that experimentation is hard. Smaller             
producers are playing around with their blends, bottling single varietal wines           
from grapes that are usually only small parts of blends, trying to pick earlier,              
not using oak at all and so on all in the name of finding a style that they can be                    
proud of. 

5. Single varietal wines are more and more common, and we’re not talking            
Tempranillo here - they’ve always been around - but Garnacha made in a soft              
fruit driven, fresh almost Beaujolais style and particulaly Graciano whose wines           
can just seem staggeringly good. Mazuelo too is starting to appear as a single              
varietal with some interesting results. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
6. Oak - you can’t really escape it in Rioja, and a lot of people will proudly show                 

you their vast barrel hall will a great many barrels in them. What is apparent               
that there is more experimentation with finding the right sort of barrels now.             
There are still wines made with poor quality barrels of course and there are              
places that they don’t manage their barrels well either but the best do. And it               
is by no means all American oak now, I knew before I visited that some               
producers were choosing to use French oak, but even in this there is some              
variation - for instance Bodegas Lan use mixed barrels whose staves are made             
of American oak but who ends are French. Others are using Russian, Slovenian             
or Hungarian oak. Things are far more complex than I imagined - traditional             
and older producers very much stick with what they’ve done for years but             
there are great many smaller estates experimenting to find out what works            
best with their terroir. It doesn’t always work but they seem prepared to try,              
fail and listen in order to get their wines to their best.  

7. The UK is a huge market for Rioja, however a LOT of that is Joven wines sold                 
(relatively) inexpensively in supermarkets - but the minute you talk to a            
producer it is apparent that they hear this from the consejo and believe that              



joven is all that anyone sells. It’s a suprise to some of them when you talk                
about the interest and sales potential aged wines - particularly Crianza and            
Reserva which can hit sweet price points for independents.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The wines 
 
This is a non exhaustive list of wines tasted. Several were tasted over meals and so on                 
when note taking was not as easy or when time was running out. The nature of the                 
notes is that I’ve often ignored the fruit flavours and aromas because I was tasting a                
large number of wines with similar profiles. These notes were compiled over 3 days              
with 2 tastings at the Consejo where producers were invited to show 3 wines and               
visits to Franco Espinola, Marques de Caceres, Ramon Bilbao, Patronicio, Paco Garcia,            
Faustino (no notes taken because we had to dash to the airport). 
 
Finca Egomei 
 
Carpress Crianza 2010  
Deep rich and concentrated with lovely fragrance. Good. 91 
 
Egomei 2010 
More subtle and elegant. Lovely fruit purity but very ripe indeed. 90 
 
Egomei Alma 2009 
Impressive tannic and grippy. Huge levels of concentration with great length. Very            
ripe and extracted - a bit more subtlety for top marks. 92 
 
 
 
El Coto 
 
Rioja Blanco 2013 
Fragrant and lightly aromatic. Nicely mouthfilling with some minerality. Fresh 88 
 
El Coto Crianza 2010 
Quite simple and fruity. A touch one dimensional. Not all that much going on this is a                 
little hollow in the mid palate. 87 
 
Coto Real 2010 
Quite fine, lovely tannin structure. Concentrated fruit but elegant with finesse. 91 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Bodegas Amezola 
 
Inigo Amezola Blanco 2010 
Expressive and fresh. Lovely fruit this is really rather good. Really good length and              
concentration. 91 
 
Inigo 2010 
Soft, concentrated and mouthfilling. Stylish modern style and very drinkable. 90 
 
Amezola Reserva 2007 
Quite traditional in style the wood seems a little dominant here. Quite savoury with              
lots of structure and maybe a touch short on the finish. 89 
 
 
Bodegas Salceda 
 
Salceda Reserva 2009 
Smooth structural with sweet fruit, nicely aromatic and with good fruit but ultimately             
a little flat.  88 
 
Puente de Salceda 2010 
Savoury and tight with some aromatic elements and some minerality. For all the talk              
it is a little unexciting. 89 
 
Conde de la Salceda 2009 
Big structure with lots of tannin. Good concentration of fruit. Tight fine and ripe              
tannins there is some potential here. 90 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
CVNE 
 
VIna Real Blanco 2013 
Lovely aromatics, quite tart fruit, subtle oak and fresh fruit flavours. 89 
 
Contino Blanco 2011 
Really lovely aromas, expressive and intense. Long in the mouth and with lovely             
purity. 91 
 
Vina Real Crianza 2009 
Fragrant and perfumed with lovely aromatic red berry fruits. Quite light and elegant             
in style but still concentrated. Really lovely. 91 
 
VIna Real Gran Reserva 2007 
Really concentrated but perfumed and elegant. Lots of structure but really fine. Long             
and mouthfilling I really like this a lot. 94 
 
Contino Reserva 2007 
Deep and concentrated lots of savoury notes. Rich and peppery. 91 
 
Contino Vino de Olivo 2009 
Rich with grippy tannins really concentrated with lots of structure and aromatics.            
Really expressive. 92 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Bodegas Valdemar 
 
Conde de Valdemar Blanco 2013 
Fresh and aromatic, a little pear droppy though and not massively expressive. 84 
 
Conde de Valdemar Reserva 2007 
Lots of fresh red berry fruit but a little hollow in the midpalate. The nose is wonderful                 
but the palate fails to deliver on it. 86 
 
Valdemar Inspiracion Graciano 2005 
Much more like it this is really expressive on the nose and has masses of interest. Lots                 
of bright red fruit it is both structural and elegant. Concentrated but not over ripe               
and with really good length. 92 
 
 
Finca La Emperatriz  
 
Finca La Emperatriz Crianza 2010 
Lovely concentration and with good fruit and structure. Nicely aromatic this is            
elegantly well made. Lovely 91 
 
Bodegas La Emperatriz Reserva 2008 
Nicely delineated and does everything I want it to. Length, concentration this is             
exactly what I want to see from Rioja in this style. 90 
 
Terruno 2009 
Grippy but well managed tannins, lovely aromatic fruit and with good length and             
concentration. Elegant and stylish. 90 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Vina Olartea (no current importer) 
 
Olartea Rioja Crianza 2008 
Mouthfilling and fragrant with lovely fruit. Well made with good structure. Pure and             
fresh. Good. 90 
 
Olartea Rioja Reserva 2007 
Lovely sweet fruit. lots of structure and elegance. Tight and deeply fruited with good              
length. 91 
 
Olartea Gran Reserva 2004 
Really very drinkable lots of structure and fresh fruit. Stylish and elegant. A lovely              
wine. 91 
 
Bodegas Pujanza 
 
Pujanza Hado 2011 
Grown at altitude on calcarious soil, this is 100% Tempranillo aged for 12 months in               
French oak. Lovely purity and really expressive fruit. This balances structure and            
elegance this is a lovely  stylish wine. Good length. 91 
 
Finca Valdepoleo 2011 
A single vineyard wine from Pujanza with 40 year old Tempranillo vines the wine is               
matured in French oak for 14 months. Tight and structured but elegant and             
concentrated. Deep and rich with perhaps a little wild character to it that you              
sometimes find in Alavesa. Really good length. 92+ 
 
Pujanza Norte 2011 
Another single vineyard wine, grown at altitude and then matured for 16 months in              
French oak. Very tight, big but incredibly fine tannins they do need some serious              
integration but I don’t think it’s an issue long term. Lots of ripe black fruit and with                 
good length. 92. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Bodegas Alvia 
 
Mileto Crianza 2010 
Fresh, fragrat with really quite pronounced perfume. Stylish and wonderfully fresh.           
Really lovely Crianza. 90 
 
Mileto Reserva 2007 
Inky and rich with silky tannins. Concentrated but with lovely elegance and good             
length. Still needs some integration of oak though. 89 
 
Livius 2007 
The grapes for this wine are grown on 100 year old vines which are traditionally               
fermented and then matured in a mixture of French, American and Hungarian oak. Big              
structure and massive concentration and yet so elegant. Really long with loads of             
violets and sweet red berry fruits. Not the cheapest out there but very well made. 
 
 
Bodegas Exopto 
 
Dominio del Viento Crianza 2010 
Fragrant, tight and good concentration. Elegant and stylish there is little to fault             
here. 91 
Bozeto de Exopto 2012 
A very different style, this has been aged in cement tanks to retail freshness of fruit                
it’s all raspberry crumble and sweet spice. Youthful, fresh and full of wonderful             
vibrancy. Delicious. 92 
 
Horizonte de Exopto 2012 
Fermented in a mixture of oak and cement and then aged for 12 months in French                
oak. This is a big powerful wine with lots of structure. Really bright fresh fruit and                
really aromatic. Lots of floral and red berry components to the flavour profile. 93 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Bodegas Aldeanueva 
 
Finca de Azabache Garnacha 2011 
A lovely stylish wine, well made and concentrated with lovely aromatics. Long. 92 
 
Finca de Azabache Reserva 2009 
NIcely proportioned wine - elegant, soft with ripe fruit and lovely spicy undertones.             
Some sweet vanilla. I really enjoyed this. 92 
 
Culto 2010 
60% Graciano, 40% Tempranillo. 12 months in a mix of French and American oak. 
Really dark and concentrated but not at all overblown. Well proportioned and with             
lovely fragrance. Tight ripe tannins I find this both very satisfying and full of interest.               
Really well done. 94 
 
Bodegas Franco Espanolas 
 
Vina Soledad 2013 Blanco 
Fresh, citrus zippy and a little bit aromatic. Lacks depth and a bit sour. Sappy and                
green. 81 
 
Diamante 2013 
Odd dry and aromatic with nice length. This is however a little bit strange. 84 
 
Rioja Bordon Rosado 2013 
Strawberry and raspberry scented. A bit jammy and bubblegum flavoured. Not very            
complicated and confected. 82 
 
Royal Claret Joven Rioja 2012 
Fresh clean, red fruits. Simple but quite elegant. 87 
 
Rioja Bordon Crianza 2010 
Soft red fruit, some nice spice and mouthfeel. A touch of grip. Quite elegant. 88 
 
Rioja Bordon Seleccion Crianza 2011 



Quite fresh and youthful. It is a little unforgiving. Tight, a touch green and one               
dimensional. 86 
 
 
Rioja Bordon Reserva 2008 
Light, quite elegant and fragrant with decent length. Sweet tannins it’s nicely            
focussed. 89 
 
Rioja Bordon Gran Reserva 2005 
Nice intensity and focus, lovely elegant style with lots of red fruit and sweet spice.               
Typical redcurrants and vanilla underpin everything. It’s still evolving and the tannins            
need a bit of integration but a nice wine. 90 
 
Marques de Caceres 
 
Rioja Blanco 2013 
Fresh citrus and mineral. CLean and bright with reasonable concentration and length.            
87 
 
Rioja Rosado 2013 
Dry, bright raspberry fruit, fresh and flavourful. Quite appealing. 88 
 
Excellence Rosado 2013 
Pale salmon colour this is really bright, fresh and has lots of instant appeal. 88 
 
Antea 2012 Barrel Fermented Blanco 
Quite a lot of new oak aromas up front on the nose. The palate has lovely multi                 
layered fruit which is somewhat spoiled by the oak prevalence. 84 
 
Rioja Crianza 2010 
Bright red fruit, sweet fruited with firm tannins and attractive spicy fruit nature. 88 
 
Excellence Rioja Crianza Cuvee Speciale 2011 
Really lovely, lots of firm structure. Really intense fruit quite ripe but elegant and              
perfumed. Fresh and pure. 89 
 
Rioja Reserva 2009 
Lovely sweet fruit, lots of firm tannins. Nice levels of freshness - bright and              
concentrated with good length. 90 



 
Rioja Grand Reserva 2005 
Deep and with some real concentration. Still lots of unresolved tannins this is deep in               
colour with lovely chocolate and coffee notes. Long in the mouth. 91 
 
Gaudium 2008 
Very rich and very concentrated. Massive structure and body. Firm ripe tannis, lovely             
fruit with lots of spicy and smoky notes. Very good length. Sophisticated. 93 
 
MC 2011 
Pure fruited and youthful with lots of red bright berry fruit. Super length. 92 
 
Satinela 2013 
Semi sweet white with tropical fruits, fresh acidity and lively fruit profile. Attractive             
if not complicated. 88 
 
Bodegas Lan 
 
Lan Crianza 2010 
100% Tempranillo. Bright juicy fruit, fresh acidity soft tannins and approachable. 88 
 
Gran Reserva 2005 
Good depth, nice intense fruit, grippy and firm tannis, quite youthful still. 91 
 
A-Mano 2010 
Lots of tight, big tannin and spicy oak aromas. Good acidity and fragrance - not               
terrible by any measure but the oak just takes over. 88 
 
Bodegas BIlbainas 
 
Vina Pomal Blanco 2012 
Really lovely, lots of fresh fruit, minerality. Lots of apple and citrus too - decent               
length. 89 
 
Vina Pomal Crianza 2011 
Lots of really nice fruit - but there is perfume there too. Soft beautifully balanced               
with good concentration and elegance. Like this. 91 
 
VIna Pomal Reserva 2009 



Really structural but the focus of the wine is clearly on the fruit. Soft with really                
fresh acidity and lovely elegant syling. 93 
 
 
Vina Zaco Tempranillo 2012 
Really good focussed fruit, pure elegant with plenty of concentration. Soft but            
elegant. 91 
 
La Vicalanda Reserva 2008 
Nice pure fruit, lots of frangrance and spicy oak. Well structured - firm. 90 
 
Bodegas Bilbainas Graciano 2010 
Lots of structure and elegance. Stylish with perfume and concentrated fruit. There is             
a pleasing depth to the fruit here. This is my kind of wine. 91 
 
Marques de Vargas 
 
Rioja Reserva 2009 
Soft, mouthfilling fruit with lots of ripe red berries some tobacco and coconut. Not              
without charm. 90 
 
Rioja Reserva Privada 2007 
Made in 100% Russian Oak.  
Powerful tannins, some nice aromatics - spicy oak but with a little vanilla too.              
Concentrated but for me a little hot on the finish. 86 
 
Hacienda Pradolagar 2005 
Very concentrated with bright fruits. Bit structure but really ripe and balanced.            
Impressive length. 92 
 
 
Bodega Finca Valpiedra 
 
Promesa Crianza 2011 
Actually made by sister winery Vina Bujanda, this has bright fresh fruits with lots of               
elegance and drinkability. Quite simple but nicely restrained. 90 
 
Cantos de Valpiedra 2011 
Modern style, fresh fruit and mineral notes. Not terrible. 87 



 
Finca Valpiedra Reserva 2008 
Big muscular wine, decent acidity and quite concentracted. 88 
 
Hacienda El Ternero 
 
Rioja Blanco 2013 
Barrel Fermented. Lots of bright fresh fruit, oak is a little unintegrated and sticks out.               
88 
 
La Pera 2013 Tinto 
Lots of bright fresh crunchy fruit. Quite elegant. Very pure and focussed. Stylish. 91 
 
El Ternino Rioja Crianza 2009 
Lots of prevalent oaky aromas. I really wanted to enjoy this… Fruit is rather masked               
by the oak though, the fruit is lovely but this is out of balance. Too heavy a char on                   
the oak perhaps? 84 
 
Vinedos Illurce 
 
Garnacha Rosado 2013 
Off dry, bubble gum this is quite confected. Lots of pear drops and other aromas from                
cool ferment creeping in too. Not very clever winemaking. 77 
 
Tempranilllo 2012 
Quite simple, but again somehow this tasted confected. Seems to be a good amount              
of residual sugar and low acidity. Poor. 72 
 
Graciano Crianza 2006 
Really quite interesting, not overly complicated but peppery fruit, fully dry with            
savoury notes. I really quite liked this one. 89 
 
Bodegas Classica 
 
Palacio de Camino Real Garnacha 2012 
Bright fruited with tobacco and soft approachable fruit. Simple. 86 
 
Hacienda Lopez de Haro Crianza 2011 
Nice soft fruit, quite pure and focussed. Relatively simple but offers real value. 89 



 
 
 
 
Bodegas Roda 
 
Sela 2011 
Lots of pure fruit, mouthfulling and concentrated. Really expressive but fruit led and             
the oak is subtle and supportive. Good length. 91 
 
Roda Reserva 2008 
Lots of structure, intense and concentrated. Bright fruit, length and focus. Very            
modern in style. 91 
 
Roda 1 Reserva 2007 
Really long, fresh and concentrated. Modern style (of course) but fragrant, long and             
complex. Balanced and with poise this is very good indeed. 93 
 
Miguel Merino 
 
Mazuelo de la Quinta Cruz 2010 
Quite interesting, lots of ripe soft fruit. Nice level of concentration, but ready to              
drink now. Relatively modern. 90 
 
Rioja Reserva 2006 
Really nicely made. Concentrated, fresh with good pure fruit. The oak is subtle but              
plays a nice supporting role. 91 
 
Unnum 2009 
A single vineyard wine, only made in certain vintages. Big structure with lovely fruit.              
The tannins are a touch raw however the fruit is a delight with fragrance. Stylish. 90 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
David Moreno 
 
Rioja Crianza 2011 
Elegant, soft fruit, oak is really in the background. There is a touch of oxidation in the                 
style. Fresh and juicy. Very good. 90 
 
Rioja Reserva 2009 
Elegant and not overbearing as some have been. Stylish wine with firm grippy tannins.              
Well made. 92 
 
Vobiscum 2008 
Big structure, modern with lots of ripe fruit. Pure and elegant though. Stylish, rich              
and complex. This is balanced beautifully so has real poise and style about it. Special               
wine. 94 
 
Bodegas Don Jacobo 
 
Rioja Crianza 2009 
Soft approachable. Quite elegant with sweet and quaffable fruit. 90 
 
Rioja Reserva 2005 
More subtle, with fuller structure and firm tannins. Quite elegant and stylish with             
good length. 91 
 
Rioja Gran Reserva 1996 
Mature, integrated still really alive. Elegant and stylish with lots of complexity the             
fruit is still playing a full part in this wine. 91 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Vina Marro 
 
Rioja Joven 2013 
Soft pure fruit. Approachable and elegant this iss juicy and quaffable. Decent            
concentration and length - total bargain. 90 
 
Vendemia Seleccion 2010 
More oak, some tannins but the same elegance and purity. Lovely and a slight step up.                
91 
 
Rioja Crianza 2011 
Approachable, fruit driven with lots of purity and elegance. Stylishly made with good             
integration between lush fruit and spicy oak and with good length. 91 
 
Rioja Reserva 2008 
Big structure, lots of firm but fine ripe tannins. Fruit is really approachable -              
perfumed and attractive. 92 
 
 
Bodegas Tobia 
 
Rioja Seleccion 2010 
Firm and grippy with lots of fruit elegance. Concentrated and stylish. 90 
 
Graciano 2010 
Really long and concentrated with very very appealing fruit. Stylish again - liking the              
style from this Bodega, but wonderfully different. Lively freshnesss. V. Good. 91 
 
Oscar Tobia Reserva 2009 
Fresh and nicely balanced. Everything is well integrated with other elements here - a              
pretty complete wine. Lovely fresh fruit, long and stylish with fine ripe tannins. 92 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Bodegas Valdelana 
 
Rioja Joven 2013 
Fresh and soft with perhaps a touch of residual sugar…. fruity and simple. 85 
 
Rioja Crianza 2011 
Fresh crunchy fruit, elegant and soft. it is a little one dimensional but as a relatively                
simple wine it is delightful. 88 
 
AGNVS Crianza 2011 
Very concentrated, lots of sweet (over?) ripe fruit - but fragrant and not without some               
elegance. 90 
 
Bodegas Ramon Bilbao 
 
Rioja Rosado 2013 
Pale salmon coloured, dry, elegant and quite serious for Rioja Rosado. Quite simple             
but restrained elegance and fruit. 86 
 
Rioja Crianza 2011 
Bright red fruits, soft tannins and round fragrant fruit. Correct and quite elegant. 87 
 
Edicion Limitada Rioja 2011 
Big on structure and quite a lot of toasty oak at this stage. I think it will integrate in                   
time but for now it is a little to dominant, although the fruit is powerful and very                 
attractive. Quite a muscular style that needs time to settle. 89 
 
Rioja Reserva 2009 
A bit disapointing, this particular wine was a little shallow and short - lacking in much                
excitement - perhaps over shadowed by the previous wine’s body and concentration.            
It is a totally correct Reserva with good length but I was hoping for a little bit more.                  
87 
 
Rioja Gran Reserva 2006 



Smokey and spicy with a touch of wood varnish and a bit dusty. The style of the                 
estate has changed since this was made moving away from a more traditional wood              
aged style. There is lots of elegant fruit here but the oak regime at the time was                 
probably the limiting factor in this wine. Changing styles clearly a good thing in this               
instance. 85 
 
Mirto 2009 
From really old bush vines, hand sorted and fermented in small French oak             
fermentation tanks, it is them aged for 24 months in new French oak with occasional               
battonage and no racking. Deep red with impressive concentration and such           
wonderful purity of fruit. Hugely long too with style and poise. Lively freshness and              
sweet aromatic blackcurrant fruit with spice. 93 
 
Bodegas Patrocinio 
 
Senorio de Unuela Tempranillo 2013 
Very ripe, soft tannins with  lots of ripeness. A touch hot and jammy. 85 
 
Zinio Garnacha 2012 
Fresh fruited, lots of brightness and concentration. Not particularly serious as a wine             
but quite enjoyable. 88 
 
De Maria Madurado 2012 
Quite pure, ripe in style the fruit is very appealing. A lovely very drinkable style that                
offers lots of value and instant appeal. 89 
 
De Maria Crianza 2011 
Lots of fruit, some brisk tannins and a touch rustic in character. Fruit forward style               
with  some nice sweet spice and vanilla. 89 
 
Zinio Crianza 2011 
Concentrated and intense lots of bright fruit. Quite interesting, sweet spice some            
brambly notes. Quite fragrant. Tannin structure is elegant. 91 
Senorio de Unuela Reserva 2008 
Quite concentrated, lovely depth and fragrance. Fruit is long in the mouth with lots of               
spice and interest. 91 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Bodegas Paco Garcia  
 
Seis 2013 
6 months in French 2 year old low toast barrels and designed for everyday drinking.               
Bright succulent fruit, soft, rounded and juicy. Pure and ripe with lovely red fruit and               
violet notes. Very appealing. 91 
 
Crianza 2011 
Aged 12 months in 2 year old French casks with a medium toast.  
Concentrated fruit, subtle oak and with freshing acidity. Ripe red cherry and a hint of               
coffee. Linear with good length and purity. 91 
 
Beautiful Things 2010 
Aged 16 months in 100% new French oak, 70 year old vines. 
Bright and textural this is still quite tight in texture but the aromas are intense and                
concentrated. Black cherry and almonds, with dark chocolate and damson flavours fill            
the mouth. Really good length and supple texture. 92 
 
Grenache 2011 
A one off bottling, each year Paco Garcia will release a new wine. Fresh              
concentrated red berry and floral aromas. Lovely texture - mouthfilling with long            
finish. 92 
 
 
 
 
 


